
For 15 Years, Chimu have been inspired by the  incredible places we visit, the travellers we meet and 
the communities that welcome us on our travels. Offering tailor-made journeys and small ship cruises 
to Latin America and the Polar regions, travel literally runs through our veins. Whet your apetite for a 
Chimu Adventure with our top picks. Choose one of these journeys or let us tailor something to suit 
your budget and style. 

I’ve been lucky to have been on quite 
a few journeys with Chimu, but I’d 
probably say Antarctica was my 
favourite. I loved getting to know 
everyone on the cruise as we visited 
the most drop dead amazing place on 
the planet.  

Peru in my humble opinion is one of 
the best countries in the world! With 
so much on offer this tour takes in 
the highlights in a reasonable time 
frame. There is something special 
about been in the Peruvian Andes 
and slowing the pace down and 
disconnecting. 

DISCOVER  
ANTARCTICA

HIGHLIGHTS 
OF PERU

11 days from $7,985 9 days from $2,905

Visiting the Chilean Fjords is like 
witnessing the earth emerge from the 
Ice Age, as majestic glaciers surround 
the seeming emerging earth. 
The Terrain is pristine and largely 
untouched, small plants etch their 
way skyward, protected. Here humans 
rarely visit.   

WONDERS OF CHILE 
& THE FJORDS

13 days from $11,589

SAVE UP TO 10% CHIMU BEST SELLERSAVE UP TO 20%

Antarctica Expedition Cruise Small Group TourSmall Group Tour

with Celebrate



This trip ticks all the boxes for a 
perfect Arctic adventure. Considered 
the ‘wildlife capital of the Arctic’, 
Spitsbergen provides ample 
opportunities to spot the beautiful 
creatures of the Far North, as well as 
plenty of striking scenery. 

I love getting away from the 
crowds, cities aren’t my jam. I 
had a “pinch me moment”  doing 
the astronomy excursion in 
the Atacama, experiencing the 
clearest skies in the world! No 
light pollution! A true ethereal 
experience.   

There is something special about 
being off the radar and in true luxury. 
This allows you to fully unwind and 
appreciate the natural beauty. Not 
only visually, but the sounds and 
smells really awaken the senses. 

Our discovery tour allowed us to 
experience the carnival city of 
Rio de Janeiro and cultural city of 
Buenos Aires, while also taking in the 
magnificent display of nature that is 
Iguazu Falls. It is festival, nature and 
culture at its best.  

One of the highlights was trekking 
the final stage of Shackleton’s hike 
in South Georgia and arriving to 
Stromness as the sun set, trying to 
comprehend what the great man 
had done – a truly unforgettable and 
emotional experience I’ll never forget! 

BEST OF  
SPITSBERGEN

UYUNI  SALT FLATS 
AND LAGOONS

GALAPAGOS & 
AMAZON LUXURY

BUENOS AIRES 
TO RIO

IN  
SHACKLETON’S WAKE

8 days from $12,570

4 days from $2,435

11 days from $10,425

10 days from $2,549 21 days from $17,136

I love that all travellers can trek at 
the pace they want, and if they do 
not want to trek, alternate cultural 
excursions of the region are on offer. 
The food is beyond exceptional in 
every lodge, it was lucky I chose the 
trekking option to walk it all off! 

LARES ADVENTURE 
TO MACHU PICCHU

6 days from $2,999

RECEIVE €300  
ONBOARD CREDIT

FREE NIGHT INCLUDED 
AT CASA GANGOTENA

*Prices are in AUD and are correct as of  12 July 2019. Sale ends on 31 August 2019 with the exclusion of Antarctica Cruises which end on 31 July 2019. Discounts are subject to availability at time of booking and applicable to 
specific departure dates. Contact us for terms and conditions.

SAVE UP TO 25%

UNIQUE EXPERIENCE 

CHIMU BEST SELLER UNIQUE JOURNEY

Tailor-Made Journey 

Tailor-Made Journey Tailor-Made Journey 

Arctic Expedition Cruise Tailor-Made Journey 

Antarctica Expedition Cruise

and remember to ask if you qualify for a further discount.
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